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For meetings to be as effective and engaging as possible, features as  
web and video conferencing with features like screen sharing, Instant 
Messaging and whiteboard are almost mandatory. Without these capa-
bilities, people lose the benefits of rich interaction, remote participants 
have a sub-optimal experience and the whole team is less productive 
due to longer meeting startup times.
HELGI Collaboration is the perfect solution for any collaborative, video-
conferencing-based working environment. HELGI Collaboration makes 
any operation easy thanks to a Windows 10 launcher meant to work 
seamlessy with HELGI IFPs (Interactive Flat Panels). 
Based on Windows 10, the launcher is totally customizable by the ad-
ministrator to show only the applications needed by the end users, 

such as Skype, the Web browser, Office applications etc. It’s a safe, 
user-friendly solution: any user, regardless of the level of proficiency in 
the use of digital solutions, will be able to start a videoconference, use 
a digital whiteboard, share contents and ideas with colleagues, both in 
presence or in remote.
HELGI Collaboration can be provided with the exclusive Helgi Marker, 
a tool able to transform anything written with dry-erase markers on any 
regular whiteboard in a digital content, streamed live on the Whiteboard 
application native of the HELGI Collaboration launcher.
Moreover, real-time mirroring supports any kind of device (iOS, Android, 
Windows, Mac OS etc.) so that the participants can mirror their devices 
on the main monitor to easily share contents and contributions.
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“Unlimited users, unlimited devices, unlimited brainstorming.”

Compute Card
This is the heart of the HELGI Collaboration solution: based on an 
Intel processor, it includes the HELGI Collaboration Windows 10 
launcher, and it’s ready to start working as soon as it is switched on

Compute Card Dock
This is the external chassis of the Compute Card: tiny, lightweight 
and with a full array of I/O ports, it can be easily placed everywhere 
in the meeting room and connected with the HELGI Interactive Flat 
Panels for an astounding user experience
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SOLUTION 2
Interactive Flat Panel 
with Embedded mini PC

An all-in-one solution
Our cable-less, zero-clutter solution: the Interactive Flat 
Panel is provided with a mini PC on the inside, provided 
with all the HELGI Collaboration applications.

This is the most convenient, user-friendly and elegant 
solution, ideal for highly stylished workplaces, hud-
dle and meeting rooms. You don’t need any external 
PC, any cable running to the monitor: one push on 
the ON button, and everything is ready for your brain-
storming session, videoconference or presentation. 
No time wasted on setups, configurations or installa-
tions thanks to the Airserver tehcnology, which allows 
real-time, multi-user mirroring from any device using 
native protocols.
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Wireless Presentation & Collaboration
With Helgi wireless collaboration capabilities, everyone in the meeting 
can stream directly from any device to a large format display. Make your 
content the center of attention with a more focused and connected meet-
ing room.

Shared Whiteboards
Meeting rooms are transforming with the use of virtual whiteboards al-
lowing attendees to view and edit content from wherever they are. We 
work with you on a solution that allows you to take full advantage of this 
technology to increase productivity, creativity and collaboration.

Collaborative Presentations
With Helgi Collaboration Suite join a video conference with a single tap, 
click or Air-gesture and share content effortlessly. No setup is required 
so you spend more time connecting with people. Voice command avail-
able soon.

We Engineer for Touch
The HELGI Collaboration launcher is designed to be used on a large 
interactive touch screen: there is no faster and easier way than tapping 
on an icon, launch any application, write or annotate on the Whiteboard 
app and share the material.

Native wireless display protocols support
No more apps or extra devices needed!
HELGI Collaboration Airserver is the most advanced mirroring software 
available. Designed for Windows 10 OS, it allows to share in real time 
and simultaneously the screen of any iOS device (AirplayTM), Android, 
Chrome or Windows (Google CastTM) using native mirroring protocols.

Helgi Marker
Include whiteboard content in live sessions

Turn into vector traces, in real time, notes and drawings made with dry markers on a normal whiteboard. 
Meetings become truly interactive by mixing analog and digital in a simple and natural way! Helgi 
Marker turns real ink into digital data, transmits it wirelessly to the Whiteboard application and makes it 
sharable by remote participants via Skype or other video conferencing software.

Including hand-drawn content makes the HELGI Collaboration solution even more user-friendly, in-
creasing the level of participation thanks to the possibility of creating a shared virtual whiteboard, over 
which the participants can work together remotely, in real time.

Air Gesture
Voice / gesture control

HELGI Collaboration Air gesture control and Intel RealSense camera wants to bring the touchless 
gesture controls seen in the science-fiction film “Minority Report” to everyday consumer / professional 
electronic devices, starting with Windows 10.

Intel RealSense technology transforms video calls allowing you to project users into a collaborative 
virtual environment using ChromaKey, an effect much like network TV news broadcasts. Create your 
own background, hiding the office clutter behind you. This option allows Air-Gesture commands and 
provides the system with camera and microphone capabilities.
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